Virtually anything you can create on your screen, you can put on a label!

P-TOUCH PC

COMPUTER LABEL PRINTER

Create customized professional quality adhesive-backed labels for virtually every home, business or commercial application...directly from your PC

We’re at your side.

brother
With over 2 million sold worldwide, P-Touch electronic labeling systems have become the preferred way to create laminated adhesive labels for countless applications in the home and office. Now, P-Touch PC brings the same versatility PLUS an exciting new dimension of graphics and design to thousands of computer users!

**P-TOUCH PC**
**COMPUTER LABEL PRINTER**

**INCLUDED!**
- Icon-based Windows™ and MAC® software
- P-Touch PC Printer Driver
- Custom fonts: perfect for labels
- Over 250 scalable symbols
- Ready-to-use sample label formats
- Serial cables for IBM and MAC-compatible PC's
- AC adapter
- 50-ft. tape cassette

**System Requirements:**
- IBM PC/AT, PS/2 or compatible
- Microsoft Windows 3.1
- Apple Macintosh with system 6.0.7 or higher (system 7 supported)

P-Touch features laminated tape for durability

**LAMINATED LABELS**
Prints in a variety of fonts, colors and type sizes combining text, graphics, symbols and bar codes.

**USES 5 SIZES OF TAPE**

**Kelly Byrnes**

**TEXT AND GRAPHICS** 1" TAPE

**SALLY BYRNEs**

Piano Recital Studio
Broadway Arena
New York, NY 12345-1001

**MULTI-LINE PRINTING** 3/4" TAPE

Part#: 228743

10 BAR CODE PROTOCOLS 1/2" TAPE

SCALABLE CLIP ART 3/8" TAPE

FILMED ON LOCATION: 10:30 AM

AUTO TIME/DATES 1/4" TAPE

**PRINTS MANY TYPE FONTS**

Any type font your computer can create on the screen, you can duplicate on the tape. Prints as many as 7 lines horizontally on a 1" tape.

**AMERICANA**

**AVANT GARDE**

**BODONI POSTER**

**COOPER BLACK**

**FUTURA EX_BOLD**

**KAUFMANN SCRIPT**

**MEMPHIS EXTRA BOLD**

**PALATINO ITALIC**

**REVUE**

**TIFFANY HEAVY**

**PRINTS BAR CODES**

Prints most commonly used protocols:
CODE 39, CODE 128, I-25, EAN-8, EAN-13, EAN-128, UPC-A, UPC-E, CODABAR, POSTNET

**CREATE CUSTOM GRAPHICS**

WYSIWYG Capabilities ("What-you-see-is-what-you-get") allow virtually anything you can create on the screen to be duplicated on the tape. Dozens of custom, scalable symbols provided.

---

**brother®**

We're at your side.
Model P-Touch PC Quality Features
- Uses 5 sizes of tape from 1/4" to 1"
- Wide range of text and tape color combinations
- User adjustable label lengths
- Combines text, symbols, bar codes and graphics
- Uses laminated or non-laminated tape (great for high volume address labeling)

MORE SIZES! MORE COLORS! MORE STYLES!
Select the tape you need to meet your needs.
1-piece per pack...tape is 50-ft. long

COLOR TAPE 1" (24mm)
- TX-1511* BLACK ON CLEAR
- TX-1521* RED ON CLEAR
- TX-1531* BLUE ON CLEAR
- TX-1551* WHITE ON CLEAR
- TX-2511* BLACK ON WHITE

COLOR TAPE 3/4" (18mm)
- TX-1411* BLACK ON CLEAR
- TX-1421* RED ON CLEAR
- TX-1431* BLUE ON CLEAR
- TX-1451* WHITE ON CLEAR
- TX-2411* BLACK ON WHITE

COLOR TAPE 1/2" (12mm)
- TX-1311* BLACK ON CLEAR
- TX-1321* RED ON CLEAR
- TX-1331* BLUE ON CLEAR
- TX-1351* WHITE ON CLEAR
- TX-2311* BLACK ON WHITE

COLOR TAPE 3/8" (9mm)  COLOR TAPE 1/4" (6mm)
- TX-1211* BLACK ON CLEAR
- TX-1251* WHITE ON CLEAR
- TX-2211* BLACK ON WHITE
- TX-3211* BLACK ON WHITE
- TX-3251* WHITE ON BLACK
- TX-1111* BLACK ON CLEAR
- TX-2111* BLACK ON WHITE
- TX-3151* WHITE ON BLACK

TRANSFER LETTERING TAPE
- TX-0311 1/2" (12mm) TAPE BLACK

*All in one piece pack
Actual color may differ slightly from the sample colors

NON-LAMINATED TAPE
Great for high volume address label printing from database programs.

CX-1511 - Black on Clear
1-piece pack refill cassette tape
CX-2511 - Black on White
1-piece pack refill cassette tape
RX-1514 - Black on Clear
4-piece pack refill roll
RX-2514 - Black on White
4-piece pack refill roll
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